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1) Chauvin tried to plead guilty to 3rd degree murder, but we are told US Attorney General Bill
Barr wouldn't accept that plea. Ridiculous, because the US Attorney General had nothing to do
with accepting that plea or not. This is just legal storytelling for the unwashed. Chauvin was
being tried by the State of Minnesota, not by the Feds. That's why they call it State of
Minnesota v. Derek Chauvin. And even if this had been tried in federal court, the plea would be
accepted by prosecutors in the case, not by the Attorney General.
2) It was the first criminal trial in Minnesota to be entirely televised and the first in state court to
be broadcast live. Since the state had previous statutes against televising trials—that's why they
never had—we should be told why and how that statute was bypassed. Did the legislature pass
a variance? No. Did the judge decide it on his own authority? No, because he didn't have that
authority. That decision is not invested in judges. That by itself indicates the whole trial was
faked by the CIA. Only fake CIA trials are televised, as I have established in many previous
papers.
3) Special Agent James Reyerson of the Minnesota Bureau of Criminal Apprehension testified in
cross examination by the defense that normal procedure was not followed in the Chauvin case.
He admitted that normally the BCA investigates the case and writes a report, which is then
delivered to the proper authorities, who then decide whether to press charges. But in this case
charges were brought immediately, before any state investigation was even started. Of course
this indicates the entire event was pre-planned, and was rushed to the newspapers and then to
trial for political purposes. Although the page on the trial at Wikipedia mentions Reyerson's
testimony, it conspicuously fails to include this.
4) In similar cross examination, it was admitted that 50 BCA officers, 27 FBI agents, 440 reports,
and 400 witnesses stood against Chauvin in trial, including his entire department and his police
chief. Why would 27 FBI agents be involved? Again, this wasn't a federal crime and the FBI
had zero jurisdiction. . . unless it was a manufactured event. It also didn't require 50 BCA

officers or 440 reports. It required one report filed by a handful of officers. Also, it is very
abnormal for a police department and chief not to support their own officer, especially in a case
where a heavily drugged “victim” was involved. Despite that, within a month of the incident,
long before a trial or investigation, Chauvin's chief Medaria Arradondo called him a murderer
in the press. Arradondo also appeared on 60 Minutes within that month.
5) Yes, it was admitted in trial that Floyd had three times a fatal dose of Fentanyl in his system at
the time. So Chauvin's department and chief had plenty of cause to support him. And yet they
lined up to testify against him, though they weren't present at the event. Very strange. Once
again, it supports the thesis this was all staged.
6) Eric Nelson, Chauvin's alleged attorney, was almost asleep during jury selection, paying no
attention to the process. He let the prosecution select whomever it wanted. Again, this
indicates a hoax, since jury selection would be vital to any hope of an acquittal. But Nelson
clearly knew it didn't matter: the whole thing was scripted, so objecting to jurors would have
been a waste of time.
7) Nelson failed to ask for a change of venue, and allowed all the jurors to come from
Minneapolis. This would almost guarantee a prejudice. Another indication the trial was
scripted. No real defense attorney would fail to object and file motions at this point.
8) Nelson's chief witness for the defense just happened to be a white guy from South Africa.
Brilliant ploy by Nelson, right, calling up this pathologist from a famous apartheid state to
defend Chauvin. In fact, this David Fowler already had a reputation as a racist coming in, since
he was also involved in the case of Anton Black in 2018. This should tell you that, as usual,
Chauvin was being prosecuted from both tables, proving once again the whole thing was staged.
9) In the video, we see that when the ambulance arrives, two guys in khaki bulletproof vests, khaki
short sleeved shirts with brown pockets, and brown pants and caps get out of it rather than
EMTs. This is a huge red flag and oversight by the directors. Those uniforms are state
troopers, not Minneapolis police or EMT. Why would state troopers be getting out of an
ambulance? State troopers are not EMTs: their job has to do with the roads and motorists.
10) There was a failure to sequester the jury, which should have caused a mistrial.
11) Despite failing to sequester, the fake judge issued a gag order on the trial. A gag order on a trial
that is supposed to be fully televised? Make sense of that!
12) We are supposed to believe Chauvin was evil enough to choke Floyd to death while he begged
for air, but not evil enough to confiscate the cellphone or camera of the person standing right in
front of him, filming the whole thing? If you had just killed someone, either accidentally on
purpose, would you happily allow someone to film it and then watch them walk away?
13) The films don't match. In the grainy film from behind, wide angle, where all four cops are on
Floyd, we can see that no other people are filming or witnessing this at all.
14) In trial, prosecution admitted the time reported all over the world, nine minutes and change,
wasn't even close to being accurate. They dropped it to four minutes and no one blinked an eye.
15) Chauvin was charged and convicted of three separate crimes for the same event: 2 nd degree
murder, 3rd degree murder, and 2nd degree manslaughter. That makes no sense. Only one man
is allegedly dead, so you can't be charged for three murders or manslaughters there. The
prosecution would be expected to pick one. It would be like stealing one car and being
convicted of grand theft auto, petty theft, and conspiracy to commit theft.
16) As of today, April 21, Wikipedia still states: “Chauvin knelt on Floyd's neck for nine minutes
and 29 seconds.[9] For part of the time, two other officers knelt on Floyd's back.[10] During the
final two[11] minutes Floyd was motionless and had no pulse.” But they later admit that in
trial, the nine minutes claim was dropped. And how could they know Floyd had no pulse
during the final two minutes? Do we see anyone take his pulse? No. Do you think Chauvin
took his pulse, found none, and then continued to kneel on him for two more minutes just for

fun? They later created video of someone reaching in to check Floyd's pulse while Chauvin
was still kneeling on him. Does that make any sense? The paramedics are going to arrive and
check Floyd's pulse while Chauvin is still murdering him? Anyone who bought any of this
needs serious help.
17) Chauvin posted a bond of $1 million. Where would a police officer get $1 million?
18) The prosecution was taken over from county attorney Michael Freeman by state Attorney
General Keith Ellison. Ellison's participation was announced by Governor Tim Walz. Why
were the Governor and Attorney General getting involved? They had no jurisdiction over this
local crime. I have told you before why this is done: when the CIA runs an event, they don't
like to work with locals, who may be honest. They demand to work with top officials, who they
already own.
19) Ellison, half black and half Hispanic, allegedly converted from Catholicism to Islam. Indicating
he is an Intelligence asset. The entire Nation of Islam project has always been a CIA front.
Ellison had been involved with NoI back to 1989, defending Farrakhan against racism and antiSemitism. He later denied he had ever been a member.
20) Ellison had previously been involved in a very questionable event, when he spearheaded an
ethics complaint against a fellow state representative for questioning specifics of the Holocaust.
In other words, Ellison was promoting cancel culture back in 2004, against free speech.
Fortunately, the House Ethics Committee failed to censure the man, ruling that a member had a
right to speak, even when stating things that were offensive or even false.
21) Ellison failed to pay income taxes in five years between 1992 and 2000, and the IRS filed a lien
on his home. Nonetheless he won a seat in the US House in 2006. He continued to get
reprimanded and fined after 2000, for unreported campaign contributions, late filings,
discrepancies in cash balances, and misclassified disbursements. Ironically, he was twice sued
by the Minnesota AG at the time.
22) Ellison has survived multiple accusations of domestic abuse, from two girlfriends. Although
the second one occurred in 2018, no one bowed to the now-required advice to always listen to
the woman.
23) Minneapolis paid $27 million to Floyd's family before the criminal trial and even before the
civil trial started. Again, it was a settlement to avoid trial, not a finding by a jury. We aren't
told what the family was asking for in the suit, but $27 million is a huge amount to avoid a civil
suit. They could not have hoped to cover up the case, since they knew the criminal trial would
be a huge one. So, as usual, this makes no legal sense. We can only assume it was another
theft from the treasury.
24) One of the witnesses against Chauvin was a professional MMA fighter, who just happened to
witness the entire event. That's convenient, isn't it? Unfortunately, we don't see him in the
films.
25) Another witness who just happened to be there was an EMT with the Minneapolis Fire
Department. She had not been called to the scene, but was just walking by. What are the odds?
She is also not in the films.
26) Another witness was Charles McMillian, who claimed to have a conversation with Floyd while
he was in the police car. Except that, with multiple officers present, McMillian would never
have been allowed to speak with a person in a cruiser. That runs completely against policy.
27) Others who testified were two Hennepin paramedics who say they were called to the scene,
detected no heartbeat, and were not able to resuscitate. Except that this contradicts the video
originally released, which shows no such persons stepping from the ambulance. The people
who get out of the ambulance are wearing state trooper uniforms, not EMT uniforms.
28) Among those not called to testify were Chauvin's neighbors, who had “no idea” he was a police
officer. If your next door neighbor was a career police officer, don't you think you might see

him in uniform occasionally, on the way to or from work?
29) The same medical examiner who did the autopsy of Jeffrey Epstein just happened to do the
autopsy of George Floyd. Strange, since Michael Baden was not from Minneapolis and was not
hired by the city. We are told he was hired by Floyd's family, but this is suspicious in the
extreme, since Baden was not only the coroner for Epstein, he also gave testimony in the O. J.
Simpson trials. He gave conflicting testimony in the civil and criminal trials, making himself
look like a fraud. He also testified in the Phil Spector trial, where he hid that he was connected
to Spector through his wife. Baden was also chairman of the House Select Committee on
Assassinations Forensic Pathology Panel. So, another major spook involved here.
30) Another person who testified for the prosecution was Susan Neith, a chemist who claimed she
tested the pills found in Floyd's car. She testified they were less than 1% Fentanyl and about
2% meth. Ridiculous, since who has ever heard of pills like that? What would be the point of
concentrations that low? You would have to take dozens of pills to get high.
31) Hennepin chief medical examiner Dr. Baker testified that Chauvin's kneeling on Floyd's neck to
the point of death “left no signs of injury” and could not have restricted air or blood flow to the
brain. Really? His report was that Floyd died of heart attack, which is why. . .
32) The prosecution hired Dr. Rich to say the opposite, despite not taking part in the autopsy. You
are seeing why CIA doesn't like to work with locals.
33) The defense rested after only two days of testimony, calling only seven people to the stand.
34) One of the witnesses for the defense was Shawanda Hill, allegedly riding with Floyd in the
SUV. She says that despite being caught passing a bad bill, he went out to the car and went to
sleep, right in front of the store, with Cup employees yelling at him that they had called the
police. That makes sense, right?
35) We are told Minnesota sentencing guidelines suggest 12.5 years for Chauvin. What? Guilty on
three charges of murder/manslaughter, and guidelines suggest 12.5 years? Again, none of this
makes any sense.
36) We are supposed to believe that local, state, and federal authorities were fine with huge
numbers of people gathering on the streets, demanding conviction, and threatening violence?
This is called jury intimidation, and it is against the law. Maxine Waters and others threatening
violence is against the law. So why was nothing done? It would be quite easy to call up the
National Guard, but that was never done or even considered. Why not? Because this was a
CIA event. Most of those people on the street were theirs, including Waters, so it was known
nothing would happen. The trial outcome, being staged, was a known event, as was the planned
response.
37) Derek Chauvin has military ties, formerly being Military Police. Windermere, FL is on his
locations list, which may tie him to the Naval Air Warfare Center.
38) Derek Chauvin's wife Kellie was beauty queen Mrs. Minnesota. But Intelius and the other big
computers don't know she is related to him. His relatives there are listed as Michael, Arthur,
Robert, and Deborah Chauvin, and Carolyn Pawlenty. Carolyn is Derek's aunt, and she is
related to Werner, Lieder, Borchert, Vanberg, Spiess, Tefft, Folmer, Enns, and Tolzmann.
Tolzmann is a Jewish name. So is Spiess. They may all be.
39) The Michael Gerard Chauvin related to Derek is likely his father. He is 66 and has lived in
Fairfax, Clifton, Chantilly, Falls Church, McLean, Arlington, and Reston, VA. That is, the front
porch of Langley, CIA. He has never lived in Minnesota.

40) This Michael Gerard Chauvin of Reston has been in the news before. He was arrested in 2011
and charged with tax evasion in the amount of $670,000. He supposedly had a landscaping
business in Reston. I guess he was trimming the hedges at Langley for the CIA. You have to
laugh. Despite being a landscaper, he lived in a $2 million home with his wife, and somehow
racked up $670,000 in back taxes. As a landscaper. Obviously, this story is another fake run by
the CIA for their buds at the IRS.

41) It looks like Derek's mother is Michelle Chauvin, nee Trainor. She has all of Michael's
locations plus West Hollywood, CA, and Washington, DC. Her brother (or ex-husband) is
William Trainor also of McLean, VA. His father is also from there, and they are related to
Schwieters, including Charles Schwieters of the NIH. Indicating the Floyd fake may be linked
to the Covid fake, acting as misdirection from it. Does this link us to Trey Trainor of the FEC?
Possibly. Given the locations, it probably also links us to Lt. General Bernard Trainor, Council
of Foreign Relations, also of McLean, VA. In fact, I did find a link through Kathleen Trainor,
who is both on the list of Bernard and Michelle's relatives. This is huge, because although
Bernard is dead, this does link Derek Chauvin to the Council on Foreign Relations. And these
Trainors also link us through MyLife to the surnames Israelson, Wolinski, and Zimmerman.
Giving us the Jewish links again.
42) Also possibly of interest here is that the mother of Eric, Baron de Rothschild, was Mary
Chauvin. Their grandson Robert married Debra Cohen of Massachusetts. These Chauvins are
French counts, but they also live in the US. My educated guess is that Derek is one of them. A
Rothschild link to Floyd hoax would surprise no one. The Chauvin de Treuil are Jewish.

43) At the Minneapolis riots, “jammers” were installed to prevent livestreaming. Jammers are high
tech devices that jam wifi, and local police departments do not have them. This is indication
CIA didn't want any more proof posted on Bitchute or elsewhere that these riots were staged
and provocateured. They didn't want you to see what we already know from months of posts:
these riots are led by white guys in backpacks and earpieces. They pose in black hoodies as
Antifa, but they are actually agents.
44) Many of those calling the Floyd murder a hoax on Bitchute and other sites are black people.
Many of those posting videos and analysis are black people. So this is not a race issue.
45) In the bodycam footage released months later—which contradicts early footage—Floyd's last
words were “I love you Mom, tell the kids I love them, I'm dead”. Brilliant scriptwriting, right?
46) George Floyd is said to 6'6” tall. He played college basketball and his height is listed in a porn
video as well. Except that, in the initial film of his arrest, one of the officers is taller than he is
and the other is the same height. None of them look very tall. The man in the video doesn't
match the pictures or descriptions we are given of George Floyd.
47) Floyd's funeral also makes no sense, as you will realize if you watch the footage. It looks like a
funeral for some kind of royalty, with three white carriages drawn by five white horses. Where
did the money for all this come from? Yes, his family won millions later, but they didn't have
the money and couldn't have known they would win a settlement at the time of the funeral.
48) The Obama Foundation Twitter page tweeted a post about George Floyd for the first time on
May 17, 2020. Unfortunately, the event didn't take place until a week later, on May 25. So
there was prior knowledge, proving a fake. We saw this heavily at Sandy Hook, where many
places jumped the gun.
49) Chauvin had allegedly been in the department for 19 years, being 44 years old at the time. We
are told he was the ranking officer on the scene, which is why lower ranking officers are
claiming they were only following orders. But if we look on his shirt, we see no signals of
rank. No sergeant chevrons, no lieutenant bars, nothing. His bios also give him no rank other
than officer.
50) Floyd's alleged girlfriend Courteney Ross just happens to provide us a link to the other black
man shot in Minneapolis recently, Daunte Wright. Floyd and Wright were allegedly killed by
cops ten miles apart, and Ross knew them both. She was the girlfriend of one and the teacher of
the other. Just a coincidence, I'm sure. White girls in Minneapolis are apparently tight with all
blacks in the city. And Ross is a really poor actress, like all the others we see in these fakes.
She pretends to cry then suddenly laughs the next moment.
51) George Floyd, 47, is listed at Instantcheckmate, but his only locations are in Texas. No
locations in Minnesota. And notice his age. The computer doesn't know he died at age 46.

